Your roadmap to

financial independence

No matter what your dreams are, 
we have the tools to help you
make them a reality.
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MIAMI, FLORIDA, USA

GRAND CAYMAN, CAYMAN ISLANDS
TORTOLA, BRITISH VIRGIN ISLANDS

MEXICO CITY, MEXICO

MONTEVIDEO, URUGUAY

About Us
PA Group (Premier Assurance Group SPC, Ltd) is an international insurance group that provides
investment solutions and health coverage to clients in over 60 countries worldwide. The company
has regulated service offices in the Cayman Islands, British Virgin Islands, and Malaysia. Since
the launch of its first division, PA Group has gained a leadership position in the international
insurance market.
The company’s mission is to provide comprehensive solutions to help prepare clients for life’s
most significant events via its specialized operating divisions: Accident and Health, Life and
Investments, and IT Administrative Services. Through its Premier Trust product suite, PA Group offers
investment solutions, designed to help clients plan for their future in a simple and safe manner. The
Premier Trust investment platform brings accessibility to one of the broadest ranges of principal
protected products, ETFs and mutual funds on the market.
PA Group obtained the distinction of becoming a Lloyd’s of London Coverholder, a 325-year leader
in the insurance industry. By working with prestigious institutions such as Lloyd’s, the company is
able to leverage world-renowned global custodians and asset managers to bring security and a wide
range of investment options. Additionally, through its proprietary technology platform, PA Group
continues to innovate with new capabilities that better service clients across multiple languages and
in different time zones.
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About Us

KUALA LUMPUR, MALAYSIA

Regulatory Environment
Cayman Islands Monetary Authority (CIMA)
CIMA is the primary financial services regulator of the Cayman Islands, an Overseas Territory of the
United Kingdom recognized as the world’s sixth largest international banking center. The Cayman
Islands, with over 40 of the top 50 banks holding licenses in this jurisdiction, is also known as one
of the top ten international financial centers in the world.

British Virgin Islands – Financial Services Commission (BVI FSC)
The BVI FSC is an autonomous regulatory body responsible for the regulation and supervision of
financial services business conducted in BVI. Since 1984, over one million companies have been
incorporated in the jurisdiction, making it one of the world’s most recognized offshore financial
centers. BVI has a well-developed legal system based on English law, with its final court of appeal
being the Privy Council in London.

Labuan Financial Services Authority (Labuan FSA)
Located in East Malaysia, Labuan FSA is the statutory body responsible for the development and
administration of the Labuan International Business and Financial Centre (Labuan IBFC). One of
the key advantages of this jurisdiction is its strong legal system, based on English common law.
The jurisdiction’s adherence to international standards and best practices in financial services and
prudential supervision, including protocols on anti-money laundering and regulatory requirements
set by the Organisation of Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), reinforces Labuan
IBFC’s commitment to ensuring a safe and secure business environment.
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Committed to Your
Financial Security
Premier Trust is an international trust1, one of the safest and most effective investment tools
available to help you accumulate wealth. Through its products, clients gain access to the most
diverse global markets as well as best-in-class custodians and asset managers in the industry.
Whatever your needs, Premier Trust offers tailored investment solutions to guide you toward
achieving and exceeding your financial goals in a simple and sustainable manner.
A sophisticated vehicle with checks and balances, a trust ensures that all of your assets are
protected. You have maximum independence between the asset manager, the custodian,
and the trustee. With no sole ownership, not one entity has ultimate authority to dominate
and liquidate assets, thus allowing you to maintain full control of your investments. The
Global Custodian safeguards the assets of the Trust, and buys and sells securities based on
the investment selection of the participants. The Trustee is legally responsible for carrying
out the directives of the Trust. And finally, full control is at your fingertips with the open
Technology Platform, which not only grants you with an added layer of encryption but also
provides you with unlimited access to your accounts.
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The Trust will invest in a policy issued by the Premier Assurance Group Segregated Portfolio.
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An Investment in Your Future
Taking ownership of your financial future starts with the things you do today. Your sights are set on the future you
desire and deserve. Plan now, and enjoy life’s daily celebrations while having the confidence in knowing a secure
future awaits you.
Premier Trust’s tailored investment solutions will afford you the opportunity, expertise and tools to shape your future
and achieve your financial goals.
What does achieving your dreams mean to you? How do you envision your future?

Only planning can get you where you want to be...
»» Investment property

»» Children’s college education

»» Family additions

»» Emergency medical needs

»» Retirement

»» New business venture

»» Marriage

»» Vacation home

»» New house

»» Philanthropy

An Investment in Your Future |
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Investment Plans
Regular Contribution Plans

PROVEST

Provest
Principal
Protection

New Horizon

»» Investment maturities: 15, 20,
and 25 years

»» Extra allocation bonuses to
boost your savings

»» Access to investment funds
from leading asset managers

»» Loyalty bonuses* to help
your savings grow faster

»» Principal Protection** up to
160% of contributions

»» Selection of up to five indices
for maximum diversification

»» Investment maturities: 10, 15,
20, and 25 years

»» Loyalty bonuses* to help
your savings grow faster

»» Principal Protection** of 120%
of regular contributions and
the initial roll-over amount

»» Selection of up to five indices
for maximum diversification

»» Investment maturity:
10 years

»» Loyalty bonuses* to help
your savings grow faster

Lump Sum Contribution Plans

PREMIER

Premier
Principal
Protection

»» Investment maturities: 5, 7,
and 10 years

»» Loyalty bonuses* to help
your savings grow faster

»» Access to investment funds
from leading asset managers

»» Capability to make partial
surrender

»» Principal Protection** up to
100% of contributions

»» Selection of up to five indices
for maximum diversification

»» Investment maturities: 5, 7,
and 10 years

»» Loyalty bonuses* credited at
plan maturity

Gain peace of mind knowing you’ll receive a minimum return on your investment.
* Certain conditions apply to the Loyalty Bonus. For Lump Sum plans, the loyalty bonus is credited at the end of the establishment period provided that no Partial Surrenders or Policy Loans have been made throughout the
life of the plan. For regular contribution plans, the loyalty bonus does not begin to be credited until the end of year 10 provided that no Partial Surrenders, Policy Loans, or Premium Decreases have been made throughout
the life of the plan. Policies, which lapse, do not qualify for the loyalty bonus. For further information please consult the Trust and Plan documents.
** For regular contribution plans, all contributions must be made within the grace period to qualify for the principal protection. Policy Loans, Partial Surrenders, and Premium Decreases will void the principal protection benefit
for all plans. The underlying Principal Protection is derived from Structured Notes issued by financial institutions rated A or better by Standard and Poor’s, Moody’s, or Fitch. The investor is facing Issuer/Counterparty and/or
investment risk of these products and institutions. An insolvency of these institutions could lead to a partial or total loss of the capital invested by the investor. Please see plan documents for further details.
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Investment Plans

Investment opportunities
providing annual stock market
returns with a principal protection
benefit at plan maturity
Annual Returns Linked To Internationally Recognized Stock Market Indices
»»

S&P 500 ( $ € £ )

»»

MSCI ACWI IMI ( $ )

»»

MSCI Emerging Markets IMI ( $ € £ )

»»

MSCI WORLD ( £ )

»»

S&P ASIA 50 ( $ € )

»»

MSCI EAFE ( € )

»»

EURO STOXX 50 ( $ € £ )

»»

FTSE 100 ( £ )
Investment Plans |
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Additional key benefits
Principal Protection*: the potential
for stock market annual returns
with up to 160% Principal
Protection at plan maturity.

Credit Card Payments:
accepting all major credit cards
without fees for all regular
contribution savings plans.

Loyalty Bonuses: credited to your
plan to help your savings grow
even faster.

Partial Surrender: is available in
case of an emergency, after
completion of the minimum
payment period.

In-House Administration Team:
offering extensive product
knowledge, personalized service
and support quickly and efficiently.

Death Benefit: 101% of the plan’s
surrender value is payable once
adequate notification and
documentation of death has
been received.

Multiple Currencies Accepted: plans
can be denominated in US Dollars
($), Euros (€), Pounds Sterling (£),
and Australian Dollars (A$).

Additional Contributions:
can be made at any time to take
advantage of favorable
market conditions.

Flexible Payment Options:
participants can program payments
monthly, quarterly, semi-annually,
and annually.

Policy Loans: up to 40% of the
policy cash value is available after
completion of the minimum
payment period.

* For regular contribution plans, all contributions must be made within the grace period to qualify for the principal protection. Policy Loans, Partial Surrenders, and Premium Decreases will void the principal protection benefit
for all plans. The underlying Principal Protection is derived from Structured Notes issued by financial institutions rated A or better by Standard and Poor’s, Moody’s, or Fitch. The investor is facing Issuer/Counterparty and/
or investment risk of these products and institutions. An insolvency of these institutions could lead to a partial or total loss of the capital invested by the investor. Please see plan documents for further details.
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Investment Plans

Online Business
Platform
premiertrustglobal.com
Premier Trust is dedicated to provide you with
the latest technology solutions that will enable
you to reach your financial goals.
Through our LyncOne technology, clients can
take advantage of the following benefits:
»» 24/7 online access to monitor your
investment portfolio
»» Dynamic Fund Performance Tool keeping
you up to date with the top performing
index values
»» Make payments in real time
»» Easily switch your fund(s) at any time
»» Built-in security with multi-layered encryption
to keep your personal data private
»» Quickly update your personal information
including changing your appointed
beneficiaries
»» Multi-language support
»» Downloadable notices and statements, plus
unlimited access to our digital library of forms
and documents
»» View your plan transaction activity,
contribution status and payment history

Online Business Platform |
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premiertrustglobal.com

4th Floor Rodus Building, Road Reef
P.O. Box 765, Road Town
Tortola, British Virgin Islands
info@premiertrustglobal.com

The information provided on this brochure is not intended for distribution to, or use by, any person in the United States or in any jurisdiction or country where such distribution or use would be contrary
to law or regulation or which would subject Premier Trust, or any of Premier Trust‘s products, services or affiliates to any authorization, registration, licensing or notification requirement within any
jurisdiction in Europe, Middle East, Latin America, the Caribbean, or elsewhere.

